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pleonastically added? as in dltli ket-h^ having8 given ; lieth
having" taken. In the 12th verse, Lalla gives instead of
these forms ditJi karifJi. and Jiekk karitli^ which show the origin
of this kitt/i. In these Dardic languages the elision of a medial
single r is common. KarifJi is itself the conjunctive participle
of kanm, to do, and its use is exaetly paralleled "by the Hindi
use of kctr-ke added pleonastically to a conjunctive participle
in that language.
The present participle in the modern language ends in -#>/,
as in kanln, doing ; but in poetry and in village-speech it
often ends in -an, as in karan. So, Lalla has (48) feliddan,
seeking, and gwaran, searching.
The verb losiw, to become weary, is irregular in the modern
language, making- its past participle tu$u, with a feminine
lusli or lufejfi. Lalla (3. 44, &c.) gives the past participle
masculine as lustu, of which the feminine form would be,
quite regularly, the modern Iti&/i'll9 which she also employs.
The Sanskrit present has become a future in modern
Kashmiri. Besides this customary sense it is also used where
we should employ a present subjunctive, and, occasionally, in its
original sense of a present indicative. For our present purposes
we can call this Kashmiri tense with its threefold meanings
the £ Old Present '. It is thus conjugated in the modern
language, taking fealim, to flee, as our sample verb : —
Sirfgular.	Plural.
fealav.
 2.	balakh.	&aliv.
 3.	kali.	fealan.
Corresponding to the Prakrit : —
Singular,	Plural.
1. caldtui, calaU.	catdmo, calaku.
2o calasi^ calahi,	calafaa, calahu.
3. cala%.	calanti, calaJii,
It may be added that the terminations of the Kashmiri
second person are evidently modern pronominal suffixes,
which, as explained under the head of pronouns, must, in the
case of this person, always be added to the verb*
Lalla more nearly approaches the original form of the first

